
What is your opinion about positive or negative influence of TV programs on modern society.

Nowadays, there are several debates revalving around the influences of media and TV programs 
between opponents and advocates of that. Some individuals may hold the opinion that the 
endless expassion of TV programs have destroying effects on life-styles and perspectives of people 
instead of being beneficial for them, however, I am completely disagree. Not only are existance of 
TV programs useful but also it is a neccessory for prograssing toward in order to build a modern 
world. In other words, media paved the way for creating a modern sociey. There are considerable 
number of reasons that give rise to endorse my point of view which I only mention three 
important ones here.  First, TV programs enhence general people knowledge. Second, it keeps 
people up to date related to daily news and events and finally yet importantly, can be used as a 
formative tool to change or display new common practices and information dependent on 
people's life-style and thoughts. Please let me clarify my opinions which are listed as follows:

To begin with, one of the most important differents between modern society and its counterpart 
is about their member's knowledge. According to Sociologist's some essential indices should be 
assembled to gether in order to a society turned into a modern and progessive, one of which is 
knowledge and thanks to various TV programs with greater variety of issues such as scientific, 
hystorical, social and etc..., ordinary people's awareness have been improved. Today's, because of 
fast pace of life and overwhelming conditions of modern societies, usually people have not 
enough free opportunities and time to chase their favorite topics or things to learn or experience 
however with help of TV programs this problem significantly has been reduced. 

Secondly  another issue that should be taken into consideration is that media and TV programs 
keep people up to date about recently events and importand news. People in many ways can be 
informed about current situation related to their communities. In order to be more illustrating, 
environmental TV programs constantly warning us about threats and results of ignorance and 
pollution of our living zone and because of those obviously people pay mor attention to  preserve 
their living area. In addition, TV programs with distinct opinions make audience to be noticed 
about all aspects of one specific topics or happenings such as presidential ellection that can assist 
them to choose more prudently

At last but not least,  in these days aside from public's beliefs of TV programs on a society, it can 
be pondered as an affective tools relating to revise or start contemporary practises to modify 
unappropriate habits or traditions. For example,in modern societies two of the main social 
disorders emphasized broaly by TV programs are about ignorance and violence dependent on 
children and wemen rights that have changed people's beliefs and reduce these unpleasant 
events.

In a nutshell,  all of the things can be used in negative and positive forms and TV programs are not 
exceptional. Of course those have some negative effects that should be neglected but advantages 
outweigh the disadvantages, However, the appropriate supervision is the main key to maintaine 
current situation. To this end, I believe without media and its TV programs, modern society never 
were reachable. 



 

 

 


